Automatic post-editing (APE) is a challenging task on WMT evaluation campaign. We find that only a small number of edit operations are required for most machine translation outputs, through analysis of the training set of WMT17 APE en-de task. Based on this statistics analysis, two neural postediting (NPE) models are trained depended on the edit numbers: single edit and minor edits. The improved quality estimation (QE) approach is exploited to rank models, and select the best translation as the post-edited output from the n-best list translation hypotheses generated by the best APE model and the raw translation system. Experimental results on the datasets of WMT16 APE test set show that the proposed approach significantly outperformed the baseline. Our approach can bring considerable relief from the overcorrection problem in APE.
Introduction
Automatic post-editing (APE) aims to learn how to correct machine translation errors by use of the human post-editing feedback. The traditional statistical post-editing builds monolingual statistical phrased-based machine translation system to translate the wrong raw outputs into good translations (Simard et al., 2007; Bechara et al., 2011; Chatterjee et al., 2015) . In recent years, with the great success of deep learning achieved in machine translation, many works have applied neural machine translation (NMT) to the APE task. Pal et al. proposed to exploit the bidirectional source RNN encoder-decoder model to establish a monolingual machine translation system for APE (Pal et al., 2016) . Compared with the traditional statistical post-editing approaches, their approach gained more improvement. In the light of the context information of the translation, Pecina et al. proposed to respectively establish independent encoders for source sentences and raw machine translations (Pecina et al., 2016) . Their approach is similar to the multi-source NMT (Zoph et al., 2016) ; the difference lies in the input information are source sentences and raw machine translation outputs. Grundkiewicz et al. proposed to combine the outputs of monolingual NMT and bilingual NMT to improve the performance of APE task (Grundkiewicz et al., 2016) . This paper presents a new approach for APE which was submitted by the JXNU team to WMT17 APE shared task. In order to effectively reduce the overcorrection problem, we propose to build two specific neural post-editing (NPE) models in term of the edit numbers, and select the best model by machine translation quality estimation (QE). The experiment results indicate that the proposed approach gains great improvement over the baseline officially released by the evaluation campaign.
Data analysis
Overcorrection problem refers to edit the machine translation output more times than it really needed, among these edit operations, some are not necessary or even wrong. Overcorrection may cause the resulting outputs of APE have lower translation quality than the raw translation outputs. To estimate the number of edit operations needed on the test set, we count the number of edit operations, including deletion, insert, substitution, and shift of word chunk, for the raw machine translation outputs on the training set of WMT16 and WMT17 APE shared task by the open source TER script 1 . The combination training set has 23,000 triples that are source sentence, raw machine translation output, and its human reference translation.
The distribution of the number of edit operations needed for raw machine translation outputs on the training set of WMT16 and WMT17 APE shared task are showed as Figure 1 . The statistics indicate that the average number of edit operations for the raw machine translation outputs is 4. And the machine translation outputs need more than 1 edit operation account for 20.47%, while 58.03% of machine translation outputs need to be edited 4 times or less. Because the raw machine translation outputs can be converted to good translation by deletion, insert, substitution, and shift of word chunk 1 http://www.cs.umd.edu/~snover/tercom/ operations, we also extract the machine translation outputs that only one type of edit operation are needed to convert them into good translation, the distribution of the number of edit operations on the subset is shown as Figure 2 , it shows that more than 80% of raw machine translation outputs needed 2 or less one type edit operations.
Model
From the distribution of the number of edit operations in the training set, there are a lot of raw machine translation outputs needed a small amount of edit operations, less than 4 times; and there also exist a lot of raw machine translation outputs needed only one type edit operations. Thus, we speculate that this phenomenon is also available for the test set. In order to reduce the overcorrection in the test set, we train two NPE models aiming at these two conditions.
Follow by Grundkiewicz et al. (2016) work, a NPE model is build and trained with the training set officially released by the evaluation campaign, called NPE BASELINE .
We extract a triplet corpus with raw machine translation outputs needed 4 or less edit operations from the training dataset, and train a NPE system, called NPE MINOR . In the meantime, in order to strengthen the ability of editing the raw machine translation outputs by one single type edit operations, we use a triplet corpus contained machine translations with 2 or less one single edit operations from the training dataset, and train a NPE system, called NPE SINGLE .
In order to combine NPE BASELINE , NPE MINOR and NPE SINGLE , we merge outputs of these three systems which are regarded as an n-best list translation hypothesis, and introduce the sentencelevel QE approach (Specia et al., 2013) to score and rank the n-best list translation hypothesis.
QE approach aim is to estimate the qualities of translation without human references on the basis of features abstracted from the source sentences and machine translation outputs which reflect translation complexity, fluency and adequacy.
Adopted the sentence-level QE approach to score and rank translation outputs in the n-best lists, we find that the QE approach can be proved to be very effective when it comes to one source sentence with great difference in qualities of translation, however, it's not very effective when one source sentence with small difference in qualities of translation.
In order to reduce the impact of misjudgment, a hierarchical classification method is used to select the best translation output among the merged nbest list. First, the translation hypotheses are score by the QE method and the scores are converted into the five-point scale. Thus, if the qualities of translation hypotheses are classified into different level, they can be ranked according to the quality level; if they are in the same level, a statistical language model, SRILM (Stolckeet al., 2002) , is introduced to score and rank the translation hypotheses to get the best one. 
Experiments
In order to test the performance of the proposed approach, we conduct experiment on the test set of the WMT16 APE Task. The task focuses on the information technology domain, in which English source sentences have been translated into German (en-de) by an unknown MT system. The goal of the APE shared task is to examine automatic methods for correcting errors.
Experiments setting
Experimental data consist of corpus of WMT16 and WMT17 APE shared task released by the evaluation campaign, and publicly released artificial post-editing data (Grundkiewicz et al., 2016) , including source language sentences, raw machine translation outputs and human references. Table 1 shows more details about this corpus. Due to the provided training triplets for en-de direction is too small to train neural models, Grundkiewicz et al. created artificial training triplets through applying cross-entropy filtering and round-trip translation to extend the provided training triplets and publicly released the extended one (Grundkiewicz et al., 2016) . Therefore, we integrate these two corpora into a training set for training NPE systems. The sentences in the corpus have been tokenized and truecased when preprocessing. To deal with the limited ability of neural translation models to handle out-of-vocabulary words, tokens are splited into subword units (Sennrich et al., 2015b) to improve the systems' performance.
We apply Nematus 2 to train the bidirectional RNN encoder-decoder model with attention mechanism. The size of minibatches is set 80, vocabulary size is set 40000, maximum sentence length is set 50, the dimension of word embeddings is set 500, the size of hidden layers is set 1024, and the optimization algorithm proposed by Adadelta (Zeiler, 2012) is used. Compared with Nematus's approach, AmuNMT 3 based on C++/CUDA (Grundkiewicz et al., 2016) decode at a faster speed on CPU. Thus, we apply AmuNMT's approach to decode to-be-edited machine translations with a beam size of 12 and length normalization when decoding.
Experiments result 4.2.1 NPE BASELINE system
The APE corpus with size of 4M is used to train the NPE BASELINE system, while the combined corpus of APE corpus with size of 500k and the WMT16 and WMT17 training set are used to optimize the parameters of the system.
NPE MINOR & NPE SINGLE systems
Filtered the above training set by the following rules respectively: machine translations needed 4 or less edits and machine translations needed 2 or less single edit operations, two sub training sets, contained 278.9 K and 160.6 K training triples, are obtained. At the same time, the development set of the WMT16 APE shared task are filtered by the rules, and two sub development sets, contained 1199 and 810 triples, are obtained. Table 3 : System performance of NPE systems in the sub development set.
We respectively train and tune the NPE BASELINE model with the sub training set and sub development set, two NPE systems, called NPE MINOR and NPE SINGLE , are gained. The system performance on the two sub development sets are shown in Table 2 and Table 3 .
Joint system
To gain better system performance, the outputs of NPE systems and raw machine translations were combined into an n-best list of translation hypotheses. The improved machine translation QE was exploited to select the best outputs among the n-best list.
As shown in Table 4 , the system performance of combining the outputs of NPE BASELINE and NPE MINOR systems and raw machine translations gained 0.7 TER score and 1.76 BLEU score improvement over that of the NPE BASELINE system in the test set of WMT16 APE shared task. The system performance was further improved by 0.75 TER score and 0.61 BLEU score when combined the NPE SINGLE outputs. The result shows the effectiveness of the proposed approach. 
Analysis
In order to look into the reasons for system performance improvement, we extract 500 triples from the test set of WMT16 APE shared task, in which the NPE BASELINE system performed worse than the raw machine translations. The machine translations in the 500 triples are all overcorrected by the NPE BASELINE system, however, the total amount of sentences occurring overcorrection reduce to 372 in the outputs of the jointed models. And it was found that 58.8% of machine translation sentences only need 4 or less edits, this illustrates that the jointed model contributes greatly to reducing overcorrection. To show their differences on the number of edits more clearly, Figure 4 describes the distribution of the number of edits from outputs of NPE BASELINE system and jointed systems. The Figure 4 reveals that the frequency of overcorrection of the joint system is lower than the NPE BASELINE system when corrected machine translation needed a small amount of edits (<=4).
Conclusion
Our submission to the WMT17 APE shared task en-de translation direction gains significantly improvements over the baselines, scoring 23.30 on TER and 65.66 on BLEU in the official results. This indicates that it is necessary to build a NPE system for machine translations needed a smaller amount of edits. Future work should include the investigation of the proposed approach application to the de-en translation direction of the WMT APE shared task.
